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Project Establishment
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Overview
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• The WA Advocacy for Consumers of Energy 
Grants (WA ACE Grants) were established 
to support energy consumer advocacy and 
research. 

• The WA ACE Grants were established to:
– support energy advocacy activities;

– build knowledge and capacity of energy consumer 
advocates; and

– promote solution-focused consumer-centric research 
in the energy sector.

• SEC Newgate received a grant to run an 
Energy Consumer Advocacy Training 
Workshop. 
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Workshop aim –

To develop the skills and strategies of workshop 
participants to better advocate for energy 

consumers in Western Australia



Project approach
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1. Survey key stakeholders to determine skills 
and knowledge gaps

2. Develop tailored training material based 
on survey data and other research

3. Conduct a one-day advocacy training 
workshop for energy consumer advocates, 
local government representatives and 
representatives from industry bodies



Project Implementation
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Pre-survey findings 
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• There is a significant lack of knowledge of 
the roles of key sector government and 
regulatory entities.

• Pricing/affordability, green energy and 
reliability/supply are the areas of greatest 
interest for discussion.

• Organisations believe topics of greatest 
relevance to their advocacy efforts are the 
future of energy, the impact of renewables 
and technology and programs for 
vulnerable people and understanding 
pricing.



Energy Consumers Advocacy Workshop
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SEC Newgate facilitated the advocacy training 
workshop on Monday 1 November from 9.00am-
5.00pm at Synergy’s Co Lab in the Perth CBD.

Presenters included:

– Hon. Bill Johnston MLA, Minister for Energy 

– Rachelle Gill, Assistant Director, Energy Policy WA 

– Graham Hansen, Senior Policy Officer, WACOSS

– Elizabeth Edgar, Manager Residential Customer 
Success, Synergy 

– Charlotte Wirtz, Manager Customer Service, 
Alinta Energy 

– Troy Mulder, Retail Operations Manager, Horizon 
Power 

Rachelle Gill, Assistant Director at Energy Policy WA, regarding energy 
pricing, how prices are set and what makes up an energy bill. 



Agenda
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• Topics covered through the day included:

– Understanding energy pricing

– Energy poverty and advocacy in energy

– Supporting customers who need it the most

– The future of energy in WA

– Advocacy 101

– Message development

Panel Discussion facilitated by Graham Hansen about programs for 
vulnerable people, hardship and community education. 



Advocacy training
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Training covered key elements of strategic advocacy.

The importance of 
clear, concise 
advocacy asks

Knowing our 
stakeholders and 

how to analyse 
stakeholders

Organising for 
advocacy success –
building coalitions 

and planning

Developing a 
persuasive 
message



Project Evaluation
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Workshop outcomes
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• The Energy Consumer Advocacy Workshop 
had 19 attendees (including one online 
attendee)

• 40 to 60 people were invited (primary 
contacts were welcomed to bring other 
people from their organisations) to attend 
and participate in the workshop. 

The. Hon Bill Johnston MLA, Minister for Energy providing an overview 
of the future of energy in WA.



Workshop feedback
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Twelve workshop participants provided feedback on the value of the session.

No participants indicated the workshop had little or no value. 
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Participants’ key takeaways
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Advocacy Education Networking



Participants’ key takeaways
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•Value and timing of workshop
•Need for a structured approach to stakeholder 

engagement and advocacy
Advocacy

•Better understanding of the complexity of the 
sector – variety of stakeholders

•Appreciation of the lack of understanding by 
consumers

Education

•Workshop brought together variety of people 
in the sector

•Appreciation of the value in collaborating on 
advocacy

Networking



Future Considerations
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Workshop participants were asked about what they would like to see in 
future workshops and other training which may be offered. 

Responses were:

• General consumer advocacy

• Information around evolving communication channels 

• More information on 'how to include consumers' in advocacy

• Link directly to WA ACE grants to show how further opportunities 
could be taken

• More detailed sessions on consumer advocacy planning/mapping

• Further examples of ‘best practice’ message development and 
good advocacy case studies.

• Analysis of case studies and examples of energy consumer 
advocacy gone right or wrong

Future considerations



Questions?


